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Individual-level differences between estimated and measured GFR (August 2022) 
UpToDate recommends using the 2021 Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration (CKD-EPI) 
creatinine equation to calculate estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) in most clinical settings. In an 
analysis of more than 3000 participants from four cohorts in the United States, although the median 
difference between eGFR and measured GFR (mGFR) was only 0.6 mL/min per 1.73 m2, the individual-
level differences were often large, and CKD staging based upon eGFR varied from staging based upon 
mGFR in as many as one-third of individuals [1]. Clinicians should therefore be aware that individual-level 
differences between eGFR and mGFR can be clinically relevant; in addition, differences between eGFR 
and mGFR can be large enough to impact CKD staging. (See "Assessment of kidney function", section on 
'eGFR from creatinine (primary approach)'.) 
 
Removal of small, asymptomatic kidney stones and risk of relapse (August 2022) 
In patients undergoing surgical removal of kidney or ureteral stones, the benefits of simultaneously 
removing small, asymptomatic stones are uncertain. In a trial that randomly assigned 73 adults scheduled 
for endoscopic stone removal surgery and with small (<6 mm) asymptomatic (secondary) stones on 
preoperative computed tomography to removal of both primary and secondary stones (treatment group) or 
primary stones alone (control group), rates of stone relapse were lower in the treatment group after a 
median of four years [15]. Removing secondary stones added a median of 25 minutes to overall surgery 
time, and rates of adverse events were similar between the groups. These findings support our approach 
of routinely removing ipsilateral asymptomatic stones when removing an obstructing or symptomatic stone 
by endoscopic methods. (See "Kidney stones in adults: Surgical management of kidney and ureteral 
stones", section on 'Removal of secondary stones'.) 
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